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Our Year 1981: Distant Planet

I am conscious of being only an individual struggling weakly 
against the stream of time.

Ludwig Boltzmann (1896) 
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Chapter 1

Signals

The goal was to send a signal across the expanse of space. Not just data, 
but a message that could be received and interpreted by an intelligent 
mind. The first experiment involved the medium for transmission. 
Content would come later.

The signal held the promise of timeless travel – designed to exceed 
the speed of light by exploiting space-time. Rather than a violation of 
the laws of physics, it was dependent upon a process that harnessed 
those laws. The target was a planet with an abundance of water, where 
intelligent life should be prevalent.

The first step was the signal itself. Communication would follow 
naturally, with physical contact an eventual outcome.

A concentrated signal transmitted across the span of interstellar 
space risked missing all potential recipients. So far, no intelligent 
beings had been confirmed, even considering the high probability of 
higher-order life on such a watery planet. Life there might not yet be 
fully evolved.

The quantity of living beings in the universe was totally unknown. 
But if the signal was properly transmitted and remained targeted on 
the first receptor found, it should eventually pay dividends. The temp-
tation, of course, was to jump from one target to another, until feed-
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back was received. But if the anticipated life wasn’t mentally powerful, 
time could be wasted by such lack of patience. The receptor might 
require considerable time to recognize the signal; even longer for it to 
be properly interpreted. 

Such were the odds facing the Minds, and they had to convince 
their superiors this approach was the wisest choice. When it came to 
decisions regarding the direction of this project, no one wanted to 
discuss critical engineering decisions with anyone else. The constituents 
who supported the Minds failed to adequately explain their logic to 
the Force and the Guides. And the Minds thought it was their right 
to avoid the politics surrounding the project. As a result, no one really 
understood what was going on. Lack of proper dialogue plagued the 
biggest communication project in the planet’s history.
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1981: Earth

The great thing about time is that it goes on.

Arthur Eddington (1928) 
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C-130 Hercules
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Chapter 2

Awakening

Lieutenant Shawna Whitney never awoke easily, even on the best of 
mornings. This was the second day in a row that she opened her eyes 
remembering the tragedy. She was shivering – trembling and sweating 
silently in the damp room. More the reason to try to drop back into 
sleep, and attempt to forget. 

It wasn’t the kind of nightmare that cleared with the light of day 
and was promptly forgotten. Instead, Shawna vividly remembered an 
accident that hadn’t yet happened – next month’s tragic mishap in 
Hangar Two. In her mind, the future shattering of metal on concrete 
was far clearer than last week’s embarrassing chewing out by Colonel 
Penland. The accident in Hangar Two formed a stark reality that didn’t 
yet exist. In contrast, she didn’t dwell on Colonel Penland’s tirade at 
the standup briefing. Hangar Two and the future were not as easily 
pushed aside.

This wasn’t Shawna’s first such memory of a time that doesn’t yet 
exist, but still she sweat, and still she shivered. And, as always, it would 
pass. Familiarity had a way of promoting acceptance.

The morning boded frustration the moment it began. Shawna 
eventually would be able to push Hangar Two from her mind – she 
was an expert at concentration. But those C-130s were already in-
bound, and that meant a day of confusion. Rotation day brought new 
aircraft, and worst of all, new people. These large turboprop airplanes 
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seldom flew all the way across the Gulf of Mexico without major me-
chanical problems, and today wouldn’t likely be an exception.

For a moment longer, she brooded about the upcoming day, and 
then swung her small frame out of bed. It was half-dark. The noisy 
window air conditioner had thrummed all night, blasting its musty 
odor. Another day in paradise – hot, humid, and unchanging. The 
Panama dawn seldom varied.

She pulled back the curtains and stole a peek. Towering cumu-
lus clouds, thunderstorms in-waiting, straddled the orange glow on 
the eastern horizon. In the distance, ground-hugging evaporation fog 
partly obscured the lush, dark-green jungle canopy. Her hair would be 
in for another curly day.

Shawna Whitney, age 24, U.S. Air Force aircraft maintenance of-
ficer – now there was a joke. Her mechanical expertise was nil. When 
her old Ford sputtered, Shawna would pull over to the side of the road 
and raise the hood, but only in the interest of personal safety rather 
than mechanical expertise. Then call the Auto Club. If only there was 
an Auto Club here.

But she was a competent maintenance officer. Being an MO in-
volved basic communications skills, both technical and personal. Her 
job never put grease under her fingernails. That was fortunate, since 
Shawna self-described herself as a member of the school for the me-
chanically declined. But she was also from the school of systems man-
agement. In front of the colonels, she could keep up with the best of 
the maintenance officers. But it seemed best to kid along with her 
colleagues when they picked on their “girl MO.” That didn’t mean it 
didn’t bother her.

The best way to fight this dichotomy was to do a good job. And 
Shawna knew she contributed to the mission. She preferred to work 
low-key, but always with ingrained leadership traits that came from 
somewhere. But from where? It seemed to be neither from her family 
background nor her selected course of education. Yet, she was some-
how a natural leader. A wise sense of command often showed through 
her guise of gruffness.

No makeup today. It was a waste of time in the Panama drip. The 
bike ride to work was about two miles, and that’s all it would take to 
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get her sweating in the pre-dawn sauna. Add to that, this time of year, 
a one-in-two chance of getting rained on.

Lieutenant Shawna Whitney, dressed in her fatigues, was ready to 
go. Maintenance Control was pretty informal at Howard Air Force 
Base, at least in terms of dress. If she had to leave the comfort of the 
air-conditioned control room for a trip to the flightline, her sweat 
would be a lot less obvious in fatigues. Today, she hoped to stay se-
cluded in her little office, a raised stage-like platform separated from 
the dispatch area of Maintenance Control by height rather than a 
physical partition. Most days, except for lunch, she was able to remain 
relatively isolated. But the scheduled C-130 rotation was today, so all 
bets were off.

* * * * * *

Biking out of the bachelor officers quarters, Shawna generated her 
own breeze, her fatigue hat wasn’t yet moist at the headband. Her 
nearly-black hair was approaching regulation limits, but that wasn’t 
watched as closely here as elsewhere in the Air Force. She usually kept 
her hair short anyway. It was a lot cooler that way. But now her hair 
was almost shoulder length and more wind-blown than curly. She 
wore it pulled back into a bun with a red cloth tie. The tie wasn’t 
exactly regulation either. But the Air Force of the early 1980s was 
working hard to avoid scaring off its few women. Shawna took full 
advantage of that fact.

At the first downhill grade, she let her bicycle coast. As the bike 
picked up speed down the winding street, the air felt cooler. She glid-
ed through the married officers housing area, mansions by Air Force 
standards – old, solid tropical homes with sprawling lawns and huge 
front gardens filled with towering plants – white Angel’s Trumpet and 
orange Birds of Paradise.

The low-pitched whine of the headlight generator buzzed against 
her rear tire, increasing in pitch as she picked up speed. She nudged 
the handbrake. The squeal of the brakepad against the metal rim mo-
mentarily blocked the background chirping of the crickets. Not too 
fast now – the main intersection was approaching.
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From the stop sign at the bottom of the long hill, Shawna could 
see the base spread out on the flat plain. Seemingly endless rows of 
stark rectangular buildings and round-arched hangars stood in front 
of the dominating runways and huge paved aircraft aprons, all the way 
to the jungle horizon.

A puffy cumulus cloud blocked the sun, bright rays poking out in 
all directions. Within a foreground of formidable military force, tropi-
cal beauty was easily taken for granted.

Shawna’s bike had coasted all the way down the hill, but after the 
stop sign, it was time to start pedaling again. She could already feel her 
hat’s moist band sticking to her forehead. Today, even in the air-condi-
tioned sanctity of Maintenance Control, the sweat might not end.
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Chapter 3

Low-Level

Soon after dawn, they broke away from the Panamanian jungle on 
the northern coast. They crossed the shoreline with all four turboprop 
engines reverberating against the cliffs of a small bay. Even from in-
side the noisy C-130 Hercules, the flight crew could hear the change 
in pitch from their own echo. No longer was the sound moderated 
by the lush green growth of the jungle. The placid bay beneath them 
reflected the roar of the engines and thrust it out toward the open 
ocean and back upward towards the cockpit. It was the reassuring roar 
of airpower.

In the early morning light, the shadows on the shoreline below 
were distinct. In the middle of the bay, a small sailboat dipped its sail 
delicately towards the water, capturing the light breeze from the Ca-
ribbean Sea. Few pleasure craft were awake this early.

Second Lieutenant Dana Munson, Minnesota Air National Guard, 
sat contentedly in the Herk’s co-pilot seat, looking through his lower 
cockpit window, just to the right of his rudder pedals. He watched the 
sailboat pass below the aircraft. The C-130 was skimming low enough 
over the bay for Dana to see two dark men dressed in swimsuits aboard 
the boat, waving outstretched arms over their heads. Dana smiled to 
himself and then returned his attention to the instrument panel, where 
he was supposed to be backing up the aircraft commander.
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In the left seat, a graying, posture-perfect lieutenant colonel eased 
the control wheel to the right in a shallow turn. The colonel scanned 
the coastline, glancing occasionally at the instrument panel, fly-
ing mostly by feel. His movements on the controls were precise, yet 
smooth, and the aircraft reacted accordingly. He glanced down at his 
turn coordinator and smiled to himself when he saw the ball perfectly 
centered. When you fly precise, you fly coordinated. 

The aircraft was in air-drop configuration for this mission, but its 
cargo compartment was empty. The pallets bearing supplies for U.S. 
Army ground forces had already been dropped into their jungle desti-
nation. This low-level air-drop mission, cutting across the jungle 500 
feet over the canopy of green, was all but over. At the Army drop site, 
small Container Delivery System pallets had been tugged from the 
cargo compartment by parachutes cascading from the C-130’s gaping 
rear cargo door, scoring an almost direct three-ship hit on the ground 
site. This had been a morning twilight jaunt to maintain mission flight 
proficiency in a time of restless peace.

The station-keeping radar panel capped the top of the instrument 
glare shield, a reminder of the morning’s formation of three C-130s, 
now well separated, each on their own tour of the Panama coast. To-
day’s resupply mission supported the Army’s simulation of an aggres-
sive Cuban attempt to disrupt the operation of the Panama Canal. A 
Cuban threat didn’t seem very likely, but it was a nice diversion from 
a routine cargo hauling mission.

“Let’s go up,” said the colonel, with a glance at Dana.
The colonel eased the four throttles forward with his right hand, 

as he simultaneously pulled back smoothly on the control wheel. The 
nose of the C-130 rose distinctly above the horizon in a steep climb. 
Dana felt himself pushed back comfortably in the right seat as the 
g-force peaked and then returned to normal. Not exactly a fighter air-
craft, but this baby could sure perform at its near-empty weight.

Leaving three thousand feet, the colonel turned his gaze towards 
Dana and gave a satisfied nod that indicated it was time for the boss to 
relinquish control of the aircraft.

“You’ve got it,” said the colonel.
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Dana sat up straight in the seat, as if imitation of the colonel’s pos-
ture would lead to the same smoothness on the controls. He felt taller 
now, both in height and attitude. His attitude was never lacking, but 
his stature was. Dana had barely made the Air Force’s minimum pilot 
height requirements of 5-foot, 4-inches, just one of his many worries 
along the way. Among other Air Force pilots, it made him look even 
more like a kid, which, in reality, he was.

“I have the aircraft,” said Dana, confirming his status on the flight 
controls. “How high?”

“Five-point-five, northbound for now. We’ll need to get ready for 
arrival into Howard in a few minutes. But first let’s just enjoy the 
ride.”

“My wife’s a taxpayer,” said the flight engineer, nestled behind the 
pilots in the center seat, and even younger than Dana.

“So am I,” said the colonel. “After protecting our country today, we 
deserve a few first-class air miles.”

“You call that protecting?” said the flight engineer. “It seems more 
like harassing the jungle monkeys. I bet we made a real Whoosh! when 
we crossed Checkpoint Bravo five hundred feet above the deck.”

The colonel laughed carefully. He knew his by-the-book attitude 
was well known, and he wanted to keep it that way.

As Dana leveled the aircraft at 5500 feet, he focused his attention 
on the altimeter, then pulled back gently on the throttles. He glanced 
below the throttle quadrant to the laminated card covered with grease-
pencil – reminders of the aircraft’s critical speeds at takeoff and final 
approach. Dana was now miles ahead of the aircraft, preparing for 
landing. He relaxed his grip on the yoke. It was always better to fly 
with fingertips for a better feel of the controls.

Dana had been in awe the entire week. It was his first real mission 
as a pilot with the Air National Guard. He had no more than returned 
to Minnesota from flight training in Arkansas when he was on an air-
craft bound for Panama. It had all happened fast.

This morning Dana felt in-tune with this airplane – the resonance 
of the propellers, even the smell of the cockpit. It was the odor of old 
metal mixed with oil and hydraulic fluid, a musty smell enhanced by 
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the cool air pushed from the overhead vents. The air conditioner was 
trying to keep up with the Panamanian heat and humidity, and was 
barely the winner.

Dana Munson had spent five years with the Air National Guard 
as an enlisted crew chief, mothering a C-130 in and out of its parking 
spot, refueling, and performing general maintenance on his assigned 
airplane. He had enjoyed the work in Minneapolis, but a pilot slot 
had been his constant dream. That was what had brought him to the 
military in the first place. So he finished his bachelor’s degree at the 
University of Minnesota and was ready for the next pilot selection 
board. Every night he did stretching exercises to try to increase his 
height that extra half-inch. But it was his commendable record as a 
crew chief and his nearly two hundred hours of civilian flying that put 
those gold bars on his uniform and won him a pilot slot. He earned it, 
and he cherished it.

Dana’s two-week rotation in Panama was now half finished. Only 
Minnesota aircraft were flying these air-drop missions today. Their ro-
tational partners, the North Carolina Air Guard, had worked all night, 
preparing their C-130s for departure for the States later this morning. 
Four more C-130s, inbound from California, would replace them. On 
any given day, there were eight Herks at Howard Air Force Base to 
perpetually guard the skies of Central and South America. It was a 
continuous rotational mission called Volant Oak, shared by the vari-
ous units of the Air National Guard.

“Where to?” asked Dana.
He glanced to his left, and the colonel gave a shrug which meant 

the lieutenant could point the nose where he wanted. 
“Clear left?” asked Dana.
“She’s clear,” said the colonel.
Dana rolled the aircraft into a 30-degree bank to the left, provided 

some back-pressure on the control wheel, and advanced the throttles a 
bit to hold the altitude. The C-130 stabilized in a left turn, the altim-
eter pegged level at fifty-five hundred feet.

Dana continued in a complete 360-degree turn, practicing his 
control of the aircraft. He rolled the C-130 out of the bank, and then 
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flew parallel to the shoreline again. After a few minutes of straight-
and-level, he banked back to the right to join the course towards the 
air base.

The sun was now blazing through the windshield, angled directly 
at Dana. The flight engineer stretched to the left side window and 
removed a dark green sun-visor from its clipped storage location. He 
handed the visor to Dana, who attached it to the narrow clip-on tub-
ing above his windshield.

“Thanks,” said Dana.
“You’re welcome. You butter-bars need all the help you can get,” 

said the flight engineer.
Dana smiled, shrugging off the teasing insult about his newly ac-

quired second lieutenant’s gold bars. Inwardly, he swelled with pride. 
It seemed impossible he was really handling the controls of a C-130. 
For the time being, he could maneuver this aircraft anywhere he want-
ed to go. A 120,000-pound military cargo airplane was in his hands, 
and he was living his dream.
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